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In the theory of invariant matrices and in the classical 
invariant theory there arise a considerable number of rather 
surprising isonorphisms relating to symmetric functions of the 
latent roots and to the theory of matric representations of the 
symmetric group. Although these relations appear sooner or 
later in the development of either theory it would seem, on 
account of their fundamental simplicity, at least desirable that 
they should be brought into evidence by an analysis of the 
algebraic nature of the systems involved. Since many of the 
relations referred to are merely extensions of familiar 
determinantal theorems, and since the totality of reducing 
matrices for the general invariant matrix should give a complete 
basis for determinantal relations, the development of these 
results should embody an extension of determinant theory besides 
all results relating to determinants with unrestricted elements 
in the ground field. 
With this end in view, the discussion given below 
proceeds first from an analysis of the nature of various 
expressions involving determinants and permanents, to a construc- 
tion for the orthogonal representations of the symmetric group. 
The reductions given here are related to the corresponding 
reductions for the central cores of invariant matrices by means of 
an isomorphism which can be expressed in terms of certain symbolic 
quantities obtained by writing each element of the fundamental 
matrix Ca;7 as a symbolic product a4 and forming direct 
products oT compounds and Sohläflians of C a;j} by the use of 
equivalent symbols. A symbolisation of matrices in this way 
has been used by Professor Turnbull in his paper TTThe Invariant 
Theory of a General Bi- linear Form" (Proc. L.:.S. Series II, Vol. 
33, Part I). The process of deduction followed in this paper is, 
however, essentially non -symbolic. It could have been framed 
equally well in the terminology of invariant matrices, in which it 
forms an extension of some theorems developed by Professor Aitken 
in his Research Lectures. The actual representations obtained are 
essentially the same as the orthogonal forms developed by Young. 
The discussion is restricted to the orthogonal case for 
the sake of symmetry, although rational forms can be developed in 
a similar manner. 
In the paper quoted above, Professor Turnbull uses his 
symbolic forms to obtain expressions representing symmetric 
functions of the latent roots of the matrix C1;.ó] His 
results are easily extended to the complete homogeneous symmetric 
functions and to bi- alternants, and suggest the manner in which the 
reducing matrices for the central core might be extended to reduce 
the full invariant matrix. A homo-morphism is developed for this 
extension / 
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1. TH-, LINEAR FOIE ,'0DUZ AND THE GROUP RING. 
Consider first the construction of the most general type of 
expression which may be regarded as a determinantal form. The 
easentidl character of such expressions being their relation to 
the symmetric group, One might proceed in the following manner. 
Let /W`2 be a linear form modul of rank n! in a field K of 
characteristic zero. The modul, an additive Abelian group, is 
deter lined completely, apart from isomorphism, by JK and the 
number 41! Let its basis elements be denoted by 
The n! basis elements being completely arbitrary, they can 
be associated with the permutations of the symmetric group "P-- cr7 
of order nn! on symbols 0, m by means of a correspondence which 
can be written 
( 'z') Z i; ZN 
The quantities could now be identified with their corresmonding 
S; and multiplica.ti,_n in ,'fl co-6_1c_ c._el i;;< ;- 
L-.rs of the multiplication table of -t3 The form would then 
beco'e a hyper complex system - the group ring (), of the symmetric 
group over the ground field K . 
Instead, one might define right -handed multiplication of 
the basis elements of 272 by elements of i30,3 from the group 
multiplication table 
S, Mí = MK 
The elements of fl cs3 then form a left- handed multiplication 
domain for 'é`2 , which may be extended to the group ring v/ by 
defining addition of operators so that 
(K, s; +k1) .44, = 5; K, -u, + 5s 1<x u, l{,,1C, E K 
The distinction between the modul 09/42t and the group ring 
is essential to the development of the theory, since the ring U 
exhibits various properties not possessed by 4P/ As the 
theory depends mainly on the different isomorphisms which can bò 
established, it will, in particular, be important to distinguish 
between the ring- isomorphisms of 69 which have their analogues 
in 4t2 , and the operator- isomorphisms of 0?W2 
Both ml and 6 admit the isomorphism 
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a E-- a ; an E-- , m a :< 025 7,72 f /27, 
in which the symbols s;, u; in terms of which a and mm are 
expressed remain unaltered or change their signs according assíis 
or is not contained in the alternating group &tn . The validity 
of this isomorphism in a9 depends on the fact that (ít, is a 
normal division of t -c,3 , with an Abelian factor group. Since 
(A11, is also the commutator sub -group, this is the only auto - 
morphism of the type considered. Quantities obtained by applying 
the automorphism will be indicated by an asterisk and the process 
referred to as one of taking conjugates with respect to ill,,. 
It must be remarked that the conjugate relation is a ring 
automorphism in e from which a corresponding automorphism is 
obtained in the modul, and not an operator automorphism of 0, 2áZ. 
The following example illustrates the application of the 
conjugate relation and develops some notations which will be 
required later. Let [kJ= Ca,, - - -- a,,] denote a partition of n and flog 
denote the direct product of the symmetric groups of orders 
)4,! on the first a,, the next Az , and so on till the 
last a{, of the symbols I,Z - --..n respectively. Correspondingly 
in [9 write 
>1. N 
E t3 La] 
If u = (!) ,the index of 0,3in. f Tc,,,,and ` ........ ,, are substitutions belonging to different left co -sets of VI «) 
then,, in the notation of group theory, 
"- 
Cri ] 1 
Correspondingly in (%. 
L 
//j -)- 
L a + 2 Lx) 
= ( , + z -1- - Cn] 
. + L M 
Sc ] 
and in 894W, if -tit, corresponds to the identity of the group, 
and 
( , + z -#- [ n] 




If the quantities u; be chosen as the TO products arising 
from the ,n,z elements of a determinant, then the last two equations 
express the validity of the Laplace development of a determinant 
and its analogue for permanents. In fact it requires :merely a 
change of notation to write 
Lit = atil i ... , in 
4 - 
for the quantity corresponding to si, and then to extend this to 
in which form the separable parts may be allowed to commute since 
their order is already fixed by the earlier set of suffixes. The 
expressions written above then become 
respectively. This notation is particularly adapted to the 
representation of the endomorphisms of 2ó`Z which are investigated 
in the next paragraph. 
Consider now the endomorphisms -ring of wi , with 69 
as left multiplication domain, and let ' be an endomorphism in 
which 1R, 4.4s . If the discussion is restricted to operator - 
endomorphisms, then 
r- . ,s;. ti, - Sti ra, - 
so that the behaviour of the elements of d7 is deter::ined by that 
of All Moreover, it is cl ̂ ar that, when sums and products of 
automorphisms are defined, their additive group has a basis 
{ r------- ---F,} 
consisting of those which transform 1,t, into each of the other basis 
elements of /j ? 
Forming the product of two endomorphisms 
( ) ( lA ) ,= /14-1 == . (g)p,) lt, 
showing that the endomorphism ring is inversely isomorphic to the 
group ring 02. 
The concept of the endomorphism ring is very conveniently 
exhibited in terms of the extended notation for the elements 
in the following manner. Firstly let the TT be re- ordered by 
writing S - for the endomorphism in which ou, 
*Chen 
141 = s' sti = s' s' u, = (s, si) 
Writing as usual 
1 z n 
sti = 11, 1 . . ... tin 
1 
n 
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and applying the endomorphisms to 
-u, GL.. azz - - - - a nn 
in which the symbols are allowed to commute, one finds that 
k u, = 0.t a ...... 
since re- arrangeent of the factors gives the result of applying 





The fact that the two operations commute is expressed by 
the relation 
It will be convenient to denote the inverse ring by the 
symbol and to express the isomorphism between quantities of c9 
and 62 by means ofahorizontal bar. It is also convenient to write 
endomorphisms after the modul. The commutative property shown 
above then assumes an associative form. 
An illustration of the manner in which the preceding 
discussion can be aPplied to deter_inantal theory is afforded by 
Schwein's theorem (see for example Turnbull: TTThe Theory of 
Determinants, Matrices and Invariants ", second edition, page 336), 
which, if I p, q, r ] is a partition of n , can be expressed in the 
form 
[11 9 4 (1A CH-9,1'j) 
and is therefore a consequence of the associative law derived above. 
A factor q! is to be removed from each member. The correspondence 
between this and the deter7inantal form 
ati Q;,rP I aiP+1p+ a'P+9Ptq aPiy+i P+g+i - 
. atan I 
s 
Qn .... aPP aP4'',jPf, Nil aP +q +1,jp +y + ahb 
in which the sums extend over all the suffix sets indicated and a 
common factor q! is removed, is obvious. 
the / 
In this sense Schwein's theorem appears as an extension of 
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the Laplace development in which the determinants of the expansions 
are formed by using both 0 and Ú In the first form the 
generalisation and the corresponding result for permanents is 
obvious. 
2. RFPPwSFNTATION OF 'TELF GROUP AND TH. GROUP RING. 
The significance of several of the distinctions made in the 
preceding paragraph is not made clear until the ideas are applied 
to the theory of group representations, and, in particular, to the 
study of ideal homo- morphisms. Conversely, this study summarisea 
in a convenient manner many of the properties of (PAW and gives 
complete information on certain types of determinantal relations. 
Restricting the' discussion, for the sake of simplicity, to 
matrices, in the same fiéld k as the modul, it is an immediate 
consequence of the laws of scalar multiplication that every 
representation of the group yields a corresponding representation of 
the group ring, and conversely. In fact, if Ai H Sti , then 
in the group representation there is a homomorphism 
si - A; s sr = Ai 
and the elements u; of ,aá`2, being quite arbitrary, can be replaced by 
the Ai , and the modul then extended to a ring exactly as was done 
for the group ring. 
Since if one of the matrices A;, is singular, all must be, 
and they can obviously be reduced simultaneously to the direct sum 
of non -singular matrices andanull matrix, the discussion may be 
restricted throughout to the case of non- singular matrices. Then 
the unit of 0 is represented by the unit matrix and S;' by Agi' 
Firstly, in the representation of the group, the 
correspondence in an isomorphism except in the cade where a normal 
divisor is available. Since Ut is the only normal divisor of 
except when 11= 4 this is in general the only case where the 
representation is not faithful. There corresponds, therefore, a 
representation in which only two distinct matrices are used, one for 
the members . of Ut, and the other for the odd permutations of 
The former, including inter alfa the identical permutation, is 
. represented by the unit matrix, so that the second matrix can always 
be brought to diagonal form. Thus there arises only the alternating 
representation in which 
l/C 1 ('z) (: -1 
The only other possible homo- morphism is the trivial one in 
which the entire group is taken as its own divisor and all 
permutations are represented by a unit. 
The exce-; tional case 'YL = XI is considered in detail in a 
later section. 
NOTE: The extension of language used here perhaps requires some 
explanation. In, being a modul with an operator domain c9 , 
cannot possess an ideal in the ordinary sense of the word. vt. 
is here, more strictly, an 'invariant sub -group' (zflässige 
Untermodul in bezug auf (9 ). But, on account of the 
relation between group representation and ring representation, 
no confusion can arise when the terinology for & is 
transferred to /A t , and, considering other uses of the word 
invariant, this has been done throughout the part concerning 
group representations. The symbols u, , which form the only 
essential distinction, are accordingly dropped later in the 
discussion. 
On the other hand the symbolic theory of reduction used 
later belongs essentially to the modul c0. IV and the 
distinction is again introduced. 
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It is convenient to mention here another consequence of 
the properties of UC,,. Since it has an Abelian factor group, one 
can form the conjugate ring to that of any given representation and 
so obtain, in general, another representation not equivalent to the 
original. The relation is reciprocal and the two representations 
will be termed conjugate. In the case of groups, the conjugate 
representations can be expressed by the sar.°e matrices with the 
signs of those corresponding to substitutions not in Ut., reversed. 
Clearly these are either both reducible or both irreducible. 
("en being the commutattox sub -group, there is no other 
correspondence of this type. 
The questions of homo- morphisras within the ring is at first 
sight more complicated and its full investigation yields the whole 
theóry of group representations. Corresponding to the normal 
divisor reduction of a group the existence of ideals in 09 
exhibits the ring homo- morphisms and corresponding to the derivation 
of scalar representations from Abelian factor- groups, the existence 
of two -sided ideals is actually the raison d'être of reducibility. 
With the construction of orthogonal matrices in view, let 
orthogonality be defined in 47`Z with respect to the fundamental 
basis 4u1 u, _ _ ... .0 Two quantities of m will be termed 
orthogonal if, expressed in terns of u, . _ AA, the sum over the 
products of corresponding co- efficients in is zero. If ,Bu, 
denotes the co- efficient of u, t, in any expression, which follows, 
after this has been expressed in the fundamental basis, the conditioz 
for the orthogonality of two quantities a. u, and 6.1t, is obviously 
) = 7ezu, (a -Lt, Lt 0 
Then let an ideal oc of pi have an orthogonal basis 
Gi 
= { e,- -u e1 u,, 
and let an orthogonal basis be selected 
This is also an ideal in 121 since, if 
-ucA., _ ac .,u, ana ,for any b 
is orthogonal to the quantities e,u,, 
--- ef_u, 
for the reciprocal space. 
T is any substitution 
of the reciprocal set b 
- 
It follows from this result that any quantity of the 
reciprocal set, which we may denote by 4 , actually annihilates 
the quantities of c , that is 
for we have 
sided/ 
6. M, Cl, - b M, _- 0 
( 6a'u,) _ ($t' 6a. u,) _ (b/â., 0 
The result obtained here is, when 06 is taken as a two- 
sided ideal in C' , equivalent to the theorem of Mascher, or to 
the proof that reducibility of the group ring implies its 
complete reducibility. 
Suppose now that of is an irreducible left ideal, that 
is, that it contains no sub -ideal other than itself and the null 
ideal, Then none of the quantities e; 'u, ei e; e4 
are zero. For etie u, is certainly Aot zero, and the set 
e, j, u, .. - 
forms an ideal basis for an ideal obtained from at by the 
operator endo7norphism e. , which must, on account of the 
irreducibility, be an isomorphism. 
It does not follow without restrictions on K , that Ot 
is necessarily one- sided, but in this case the above quantities 
express a basis for the two -sided ideal generated by &, . Let 
this be dedmted by ti , and let 4v denote the sub -ideal of 
. orthogonal to N, 
One can construct a matrix ring isomorphic with the 
remainder -class ring af in the following manner. 
For any substitution is in 't 
uniquely expressible in ters of the basis elements. 
1 





so that the matrices 
represent the group. 
Moreover, since the basis elements e,- -.ef} are orthogonal 
the same is true of 
_, e, _ Y e' 2 - - . - 
But, if is in particular the tield of real numbers, the basis 
elements e, e# can always be chosen so that, expressed in 
terms of the quantities u, .... .. u , they form a normal set. This 
operation does not affect the substitutional properties. If the 
basis has been normalised in this way then the matrices (A{ 
are obviously all orthogonal, Written explicitly, this fact may be seen / 
and therefore 
d v (rl,/ e.¿, ñ;K K e - 
A fh , 
tl h. ; = 4 
seen by writing _ 2: _r . 0- 
orthogonality relation becomes 
AY) V, 1:171 14A arr; 
á 
where is zero unless , in which case it is unity, 
and this may be written 






a A -t, 
by the orthogonality of { e) - - - - - -- e/} 
The correspondence - [ a] therefore gives 
an orthogonal representation of the group which may be extended 
to a ring -homo -morphism in the manner described above. 
Orthogonality in:group representation corresronds to a relation 
between transposition and inversion in the ring. 
a - A 
Also the relation n eí u, = O , -n e NV proved above, combined 
with the minimal nature of the two -sided ideal A/ , shows that 
the matric ring is isomorphic with tA,1, 
It is convenient, from the point of view of the matric 
seduction theory, to be able to obtain the representing matrices 
in another manner, of at least to show that the two representations 
considered below are identical. A little reflection on the 
manner in which a vector is expressed in teiis of an orthogonal 
basis shows that the quantities 
x.â 
can be expressed in terms of 
the 'i by computing the scalar product of c'e; and the quantities 
e The co- efficient of ea in the expansion of "'e. 
is then 
1.4. ,, u a- 
which is precisely the co- efficient of t in the product ejéTi. 
Hence L 
The matric consequences of this relation are discussed in 
paragraph 4. 
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It has been supposed that the left ideal Ut is definitely 
a sub -ideal of ti , and shown that in this case 
e, é, , eL é, - - " e é } , 
whet, the basis elements are independent. It can be 
shown that they are actually orthogonal, since, on adding a basis 
for NV the whole ideal 0 is covered and co- efficients K; 
may be deter:.ined uniquely so that 
17; (NV) Ktia es 
Then the relations 
show that 




while it is clear from the congruency relation that 
I 
It follows that R4 '` is at most a multiple e4 ..- 
and then the above orthogonality relation shows the basis 
orthogonal, though not of course normal. This result shows that 
the co- efficients agi, form orthogonal sets in each of the 
sets ti,4, it taken separately, and that ,L is covered by the 
- non -overlapping ideals 
as also by the non-overlapping right ideals 
e; é, e; é e; é# I 
It is also an immediate consequence of this result, that, 





order 44 ' 
the equality 
41=1, f denote the basis elements of the matrix 
rlation gives an explicit form for the isomorphism 
and the full matrix ring in K of matrices of 
and shows also that 
e 
ei eK 
Sik e4 í 
sign being valid since both sides belong to ti 
The left -ideals considered above are, of course, not 
unique, whereas the two -sided ideals are. It is also clear from 
the / 
the manner in which the matrices were obt:.ined that a change in the 
basis { e, e e4} within the same ideal yields an 
equivalent representation. Since an isomorphic left ideal ad_:]its 
a basis corresponding with the original in an operator- isomorphism, 
and since all left ideals of ti are isomorphic,the representation 
is altogether independent of the choice of of, , and depends on the 
particular basis of of only as far as equivalence is concerned. 
It is also obvious that a representation generated from an ideal in 
the manner described above is reducible if the ideal is reducible. 
Cnnversely, given any matric representation of the group, 
and hence of the ring . Ar . [ 14 
the quantities 
eK; _ ÁK{ K=1,2- 




and corresondingly the ml - 42 linearly independent solutions 
of 
2E. Dc,r. ° 
yield an orthogonal basis for all quantities represented by the 
null matrix in the homo- morphis_i. These therefore form an ideal 
in c9 - the analogue of the ideal 4.1/ in the preceding section. 
Left and right ideals can be obtained as row or column sets 
as described above and correspond to the reciprocal space to that 
of the n1! -4 linearly independent solutions of vector equations 
corresponding to the matric one above. It is obvious that 
reducibility of the ideals would imply reducibility in the matrix 
representation. 
A particular property of the quantities le,. - ell which w ill 
be useful in a later section arises when only one of basis eleen=s 
et involves the ideality. It is clear that the basis can 
always be chosen in such a way that this will be true. If 
e4, = ktuo 
then 
Hence E _ 1u }1 of 
+ b = + b b e /i 
e i = m+, e i e+ . 
Thus ut, é is aright -unit of the left ideal, and le, - -- e41 
apart f om a caLetant factor, express the elements in the last 
column of the group matrix generated from the ideal basis {e, e4j 
The bases selectedfor the constructions given below will be chosen 
in such a way as to exhibit this property. 
12 
3. AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE PRECEDING RESULTS: C31AND THE RING A. 
As the development in later sections will proceed by 
induction it will be necessary to derive certain results 
concerning the groups of lowest order, and, the cases n = 1, 2 
being trivial, the discussion of case n = 3 is carried out 




(13) (1z3) , (23) (132) (1z) 1 
Corresponding to the ideals ,SC3J ,S * there exist the 
representations of unit order. 
[3] 
[13] 
-/ -/ / 
where the permutations are taken in the order given above. 
To obtain another irreducible ideal, consider the left 
ideal generated by ,S L2,0 : 
[ (13) +(Iz3) 23) ( I32) 5 (Iz) 1 1 
The sum of the basis elements shows that this has 
sub -meal. Clearly any quantity of ,, is 
u3 and, there being no other ideals of 
set orthogonal to p.5 must be irreducible. 
where 
S C33 as a 
orthogonal to 
unit rank, the 
Hence 
(K_ e: « ez 
_ { (13) + (1z3)1 -r- L (23) -1- (13 2.)1 
ea = - { (13) + (1z3)S - t (23) -+ 032_)} + % (12) +11 
is an irreducible left ideal. To construct a representation 
from this set normalise the basis with respect to the group 
elements, considering instead 
c,_ ie, , e,.} 
with 
e = z e' I i i ea- J 2,43 e2 
It will be seen later that, in the matric reduction of representa- 
:tions, this normalisation is a relative process, and it will, in 
fact, be necessary to use the same sets with different 'no malising':, factors. 
Representing/ 
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Representing the above co -sets in order by a, b, c, the co -set 
multiplication table for products with their inverses: 
â b c 
a 1 + (13) (132) + (1z) (113)+ (13) 
b 1113) + (12) 1 + (13) (132)+ (z3) 
c (131)+ (13) 02.3) -I- (23) 1 + (1l) 
enables one to real off immediately 
{ (13) - (1Z3) + (23) - (13z) - .Z (1z) +2.1 } 
e, el = z - (13) - (123) + (23) + (132) 
} 1¡{ - (13) -1- (!z3) -1- (z3) - 034 J 
ez ° 1 { -(13) - (123) - (23) - (132) + 2-(1z) +2.11 
and to write 
y ,J3 
1 Z 











as Ì 1 
2 x 
.J3 _ i 
" 
of the representation 
r 1 
as 
taken in the same order as the substitution above. It is to be 
observed that the sub -group : = 1 + (1 z) 
of substitution not involving the symbol 3 is represented by the 
direct sum of two scalar representations of that group. Also 
as shown in the general theory, 
e, . éi = 3 e, 
e1- e = .13 - e2 
wh9re 44.003=A 
Since (e,é,)* = ezéx; (e,é )* = - ezé, 
the two left ideals transform into themselves under the conjugate 
iso .orphis?. Correspondingly the representation obtain -d from 
that given above, by changing the signs of all matrix elements in 
those matrices representing odd substitutions, can also be obtained 
from it by transforming with the matrix 
'1 
The matrices have been obtained above by means of the second method 
outlined in the general theory, but it is easily verified that they 









THE SYMBOLISATION AND DUCT I ON OF LATRIC r . LS ±1NTAT IONS . 
It has been shown that to every irreducible matric 
representation of %O) there corresponds a two -sided ideal in 69 
and that this ideal is minimal and expresses reciprocally the 
original representation. It follows that, apart fro--. equivalent 
sub -matrices in direct sum and from equivalent forms, every matrix 
representing the group can be obtained by suitable transformation of 
that corresponding to the ideal 0 itself, i.e. of the Frobenius 
regular representation. To obtain this the orthogonal normal 
basis 0 = [$, si sh, I 
is taken and the matrices are then to be defined by 
, 
whence 
The theory of the reduction of this matrix is actually 
embodied in the results of paragraph 2, and the present section is 
concerned with building up a simple isomorphism between the ideal 
theory and the actual reducing matrices. 
To perform a simultaneous reduction of the n: matrices it is 
convenient to consider instead the group matrix obtained by 
multiplying the matrix representing s by u.. and sum -ling over all i. 
The quantities u, - -- _..uti, being independent, the two problems are 
equivalent. Then, as in paragraph 1, one may write 
1(K = 0.Á 0. áL -- 0.ihin 
0 L 
= SK 
and extend this notation further by separating the sets of suffixes: 
u K - - - - - ani ' Ot .. - . . - a; p(i n a, 
where the last form given will be a convenient abbreviation. The 
group matrix then becomes [a; dá] 
Now it is not only true that the symbols a are the same for all 
element)/ in the same row in this matrix, for this same statement 
is valid after the matrix has been pre -multiplied by any other. 
In fact, if sums over the separate symbols ai and dei are defined in 
the obvious manner, to satisfy the distributive law the pre - 
multiplication by any matrix Cpi }] 
puts in place { i , ) the quantity l Z_ /J al-) ái . 
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Moreover, the column symbols orb are unaffected in this operation 
and correspondingly in post -multiplication the combinations of 
remain unaltered. In fact post- multiplication by the transposed 
matrix gives in place f4, l 
l , °(5) 
Y s 
These remarks merely express the fact that matrix pre - 
multiplication can form only linear combinations of roes, and 
,_imilarly post -multiplication only combination of columns. They 
serve, however, to give a clear explanation of the advantages of 
the orthogonal reduction, in which the combinations of row and 
column symbols correspond. Expressed in terms of the ring 
as multiplication domain the above expression for the quantity 
in place { -í, 
a 
j becomes 
e; u, e, = 
where e; = ri, IS 1. 
It has been shown that, if { e, - -- - 
- -e is a basis for a left ideal with a reciprocal ideal 4 then 
e; b = b e1 = 0 b E 
If then e. has the form given above and the elements of the 
matrix [fir] i = i - - -- ; It= 1,2----.n! 
are chosen for the first rows of a pre -multiplying matrix, 
e, - - ---e being orthogonal and normal, and this completed to 
an ! x ! matrix by adding the co- efficients of any basis 
for4 the result of transforming the group matrix of the 
regular representation with this will be a matrix in which the 
group matrix of the representation corresponding to the ideal 
{ e, - - - - -- eç- is isolated in the first 4 rows and columns. 
Since also the sets 
{ e, e 
, eL e- - e e 4 _ 1,2 
are mutually orthogonal ideals the above considerationswill apply 
to a pre -multiplier of which the first 14 rows contain the j 
sets of ¢ x m! norLialised co- efficients of the quantities e;é 
and, by virtue of the relation obtained in paragraph 2 for theke 
sets, the resulting matrix contains the direct sum of the group 
matrix corresponding to {e, e }- repeated 4 times, together 
with an additional matrix corresl,onding to ,w. 
If also M' is expressed in a basis containing sub -sets 
for mutually orthogonal left ideals, then the complete reduction 
of the group matrix to a direct sum of irreducible group matrices 
can be effected by this method. 
Thus in case n = 3, taking as before the order 
(13) (12.3) 
the / 
(z3) (132) (I1) 
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reduces the regular representation completely to the direct sum 
+ A A + / /p 1 + ` C13, 
THE DIRECT CONSTRITCTION OF ORTHOGONAL REPRESENTATIONS. 
In this section a unique forT] for the basis te,- - - -ef) 
corresponding to each irreducible two -sided ideal in cJ will be 
obtained. The basis will have the form discussed at the end of 
paragraph 2, so that, before normalisation, it will exhibit the 
elements of the last column of the orthogonal group matrix, the 
complete form of this being then obtained as products 
The discussion will be restricted to the field of real 
numbers, although a corresponding, but less symmetric, rational 
form will be implied. If, then, the reduction can be performed 
completely in this field, the total number of representations 
obtained will be equal to the rank of the centrum, i.e. to the 
number of partitions of n. It is natural therefore to consider 
the two -sided ideals generated from the various quantities S Cad 
Arranging these in ascending order of their ranks, the complete 
reduction in any field will follow if it is Possible to construct a 
sub -ideal vtc,3, for each value of [NJ , which annihilates all 
quantities of the two -sided ideals of lower order, or even if it 
can be shown that there exist quantities of (,S Ç,,:1) not expressible 
in terms of the quantities of earlier ideals. In this latter form 
the result is obvious from symmetry considerations, whereas in the 
former it is one of the preliminary results of Young's investiga- 
:tions, since his operators N P satisfy the required condition. 
This might also be regarded as a consequence of the inter - 
expressibility of symmetric functions as used in investigating trace 
relations, since N P belongs to both the ideal of ,Sr,,3 and to the 
inverse conjugate ideal, and hence to their intersection, the 
irreducible o[.c,,3 , 
It remains, then, to construct on each ideal (S0.3) a basis 
annihilated by or, equivalently, orthogonal to all (,5t 3) with [pi 4(X) 
The discussion proceeds by the method of induction. let it be 
supposed therefore that such a construction has been performed for 
all partitions of 11-1, -y, _ z _ - -...- and, in particular, that these 
earlier / 
- 1.7 - 
earlier representations all exhibit the forT1 involving the last 
column of their group matrices. 
To obtain a basis for the induction it is necessary to 
consider the behaviour of an ideal in 4. under the restricted 
operator - domain el?_, , a. -id to develop an operational corres- 
: pondence between 4ô`1 and 
It will be convenient to develop first a notation adapted 
to the disco: -sion of co -sets of .)-cq , and derived by dividing 
the numbers 1, 2 - -- n into sets of A,, ax a, elements. 
Accordingly we write first = A, +712+ +TL_, +a { _ ; = 1 - -- a: 
Then, introducing new sets of symbols /41041,- vf. ; i = 1--k; ; j = 
conforming with the A; 
t z 
t i will be convenient to write 
r Si Z, 11 -_ -1M 
if tia1J = 1' 
In this new notation every substitution is uniquely 
ex "pressed as a -e) for some f , and conversely. In ,particular, 
represents the identity. Moreover, the cAJ! elements of 
the co -set of 1'10,3 which contains are represented by the 
different re- arrangements between numbers ¡: y=. . Forming the 
sum over these we obtain quantities independed of the order of the 
second suffixes 
= ~tr SDJ 
in which only Ìa; different values of » are required to form a basis for the ideal ( ,S 0q) 
Let C>i) denote the partition 
of n -1 and let Y; be a typical co -set slr,__ation in which n 
appears ar :ong the symbols N; The full basis for the ideal 
(Sc)) in ters of distinct then breaks up into A parts 
corresponding to quantities of type 7, --- 7rß 
It will be convenient to denote by M1 
the sets in (,fo))consisting of all linear combinations of 
corresponding 7,,,; . Then any quantity of the left ideal falls 
uniquely into a sum of quantities from each of the sets M; and 
M; has a basis of order (a ;) . 
Now, on applying to the basis elements 75, of ( S [a3 ) the 
restricted group of operators 1.c _,3 it is at once obvious that the 
sets M. are not merely invariant sub- moduls, but are actually 
isomorphic with the ideals (,503) of 04,-, . In fact the 
representative of 1p_ can be chosen with i, . = n and the operator 
isomorphism for M. reduces to the endomorphibm 
of the group ring. We shall represent the isomorphism by writing 
The left ideal Urojwhich is now to be constructed is defined 
by its orthogonality to all the two -sided ideals of earlier -,artAms. 
If the sum of the intersections of these with the left ideal (,S) 
be / 
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be denoted by /Woo , then Utt" may be defined as the set of all 
quantities of ($0,3) orthogonal to /W rxj Accordingly we 
investigate first the for of 44/0, . 
A preliminary reduction can be. obtained by remarking that, 
since the sums and intersections of ideals are aain ideals, it is 
sufficient to consider each value of [pi.] separately. Then, since 
the intersection of any left ideal in the two -sided ($cps) with the 
full right ideal generated by 
Nl 
is non zero, a generation of the 
form Stn, e can be obtained for the left ideal common to the left 
ideal (Sc.,) and the two -sided (.53w0 . Moreover one can ensure, by 
left multiplication, that the identity is involved and in fact that - 
it has co- efficient unity. The common ideal is therefore to be 
obtained by forming left multiples of a Quantity which is at once 
a$ combination of left co -sets of fl o] and right co -sets of cpj , 
and one which involves the identity and therefore all elements of t-c7,3 
and without a mzltiplier in K . One should they proceed 
to seek t? e elem nts of rjrA) among the ;ight co -sets of ticoand 
similarly those cp.' among the left of T7jcu , giving all elements 
of the co -sets ob ained the co- efficient 1 Completing this 
process in the particular case where EN _ DI-Xi- I,ai N, -AK J- --ati] and 
where an ibvious transformation has been applied to the symbols in 
09) 
one obtains an expression of the form 
obviously common to the two ideals, and covering, in its left 
multiples, the expressions which would be obtained from those facts 
in the preceding argument which do not necessarily carry a unit 
co- efficient. Obviously a C which differs from EN by more than 
an interchange of the above type can yield only common parts consisting 
of combinations of those of the type given above, and hence this sum, 
extended, for each i 4 k to a left ideal basis, yields a complete basis - 
for 1/1/0,3.. Although this twill, in general, include redundant 
elements it is convenient to use the simpler form. 
When considered in relation to the sets M,, M - P cti it 
appears that the basis ej(le ents/! of 
). 
14/03Jassume two distinct forms. 
Since '%.,P E 3. ('.11K1)l = f + (/ if, J 1,P (T 
= { f 4 Ç (r':inx1)1 7)0 it is clear that this quantity belongs( entirely to I" 1 p , unless either 
z = p or )< = p and Al = n . Hence the basis of 44(0,3 imposes 
two types of conditions on the elements of Oto, . In the first. 
type sums over co- efficients in each Mp taken separately are to 
vanish, while in the second the co- efficient of each eve in Mp is 
expressed as a sum taken over the co- efficients of the parts in an 
earlier M r Since such a sum exists for each c-4 f it follows in 
particular that if the part of a quantity of Utcxj contained in a certail 
is not zero, that belonging to an earlier J1-- cannot be zero. 
The above analysis shows also that the conditions of. the 
first / 
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first type which apply to ns go over, in the isomorphism with .a _, 
to the totality of conditions applying to of EN4 C 6 _, . It follows 
that, in the basis of c,3 the parts belonging to M4,, correspond 
completely to a basis for vt -E7,1-3 . The 0t,0,3 basis can therefore 
chosen so that 44 go over to an orthogonal basis for art cxti , and 
the re:_air_ing f - do not involve quantities of M,, . It will be 
convenient to denote by E a typical quantity of the former type, 
and by e.Z, the intersection of EA, and Mi . 
If it were possible to reverse the conditions of the second 
type one could now derive the e¿ from e k and so obtain E4,. 
This can only be done in the most trivial cases (e.g. cal 
[ z3] - ) since in general other basis elements of vtcN3 
are involved. But,. since it is in general possible to reduce the 
set of matrixes corresponding to the substitutions of - _, in the 
representation of type cal , it is correspondingly possible to 
express the ideal obtained directly frog: the matric representation, 
and so the isomorphic ideal atL,,3,as a direct sum of ideals 
relative to the testricted operator -domain. To construct a basis 
of this type one would require that el, and e go over, in the . 
u:n_.) isomorphism, into iso nor hic ideals, and therefore that é;, 
should be an ideal contained in ($0,i3) and isomorphic with Ot EaI-J . 
;ghat is then required to complete the construction is a second 
operator isomorphism to relate quantities of Miwith those of 
later Mi. 
It will also be required that orthogonality be preserved 
under the correspondence and that the sets eA thus determined will 
satisfy all the conditions imposed for orthogonality with quantities 
of /14,-cm 
Before developing such an isomorphism consider first the 
situation which now arises in the terms of Mk_, corresponding to 
basis elements not included in the Eh. 
Firstly if ah= XA, then the sum 
fie + ß(,1/4.j. I7rL.-1 
relatesjo an earlier partition, so that the conditions can be 
reversed' an the part in M.,., written down directly from that in PIA. 
latter being zero, the part in M1,_,is also zero and hence 
no new sets E'. are obtained. 
Now let Ì1f possibly with 0-1, be the smallest partition 
part with Ai 4 AL and consider 
E + rce)} »ji' z 
k 
The conditions of the first kind go over in the isomorphism 
to conditions of 44/0,,f3. But for those quantities of vt c,,) with 
no parts in Mf+, M,1, those of the second kind corresponding 
to 2 = f now augment the first, since the addition of terms from 
rlf, - -.. M4 merely adds zero, and the conditions correspond to a 
complete / 
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complete basis for i14/ j. By the same argument as was used for 
e, we therefore obtain 41 new quantities for the basis, where f 
is the order of r/`t- c, j . Let a typical one be ded'uoted by 
Eq = el f + - . -. -. _- ep 
with ec M;,in which the rquantities e, form an orthogonal basis 
for quantities in Mp corresponding in the isomorphism with ocTP) 
Proceeding in this manner it appears that utc3 will have 
a basis of i 
quantities of types represented by e, E -- 
with 
F ' + - - ef e P E I i = e 
and with the e. orthogonal to each other, for each value of 
It reains now to show that the non zero Quantities 
ep i = ,,2. ß -' 
can be constructed for each p in such a way as to satisfy all 
conditions arising from 44/0,3 and to exhibit orthogonality in the 
sets t e; eQ .- ek and isomorphism with respect to the 
operator -domain c -,, in the sets i eQ - - - -- eP } - 
Consider the correspondence 
Cr 
by means of which any quantity of M1 + - - -.. -} M4 expresses a 
definite quantity of M,ti ,The relation is an operational one 
for- j c.3 since, if = (/'1) 
then r r = 1pP c 
_ 
(-vi r;K ) CrP . 
í is a constant for each set Er and each M; and will be 
deter:.:ined later. 
The re_-_:aining part of the discussion conveniently falls 
into four separate sections. 
A: If the quantitiea , es - .. -_ +i,- are orthogonal, 
though not necessarily normalised, in the sets with 
+ b 
fixed, if 
they have been derived successively by :leans of the oue 
correspondence, and if they satisfy the conditions of the first 
kind belonging to their sets, and those of the second kind relating 
them to later sets, then, if,in the correspondence, 
e,,r e2 + ... - .+, e` Y v Y 
and if es .. are derived similarly Othe Y+ 5 +... quantities 
e,¡ e are non -zero and orthogonal. 
- 21 - 
For consider any , quantities of M 
of types l`,s respectively, which have been derived in the manner 
described, and let the corresponding sets from which they have been 
derived be denoted by 
KV 7Lf KYP Z 
P, v 
Then the co- efficient of KivP in ' v 21 Kr; KPi is the sum of c5 
taken over the íA;values of for . hick ; assumes the foras 
(11 -1,,,f) Cyr 
1.= 1,2 - -. --aí . 
Expanding these kÑ in ter s of co- efficients from later ¡" 
we distinguish three Darts requiring different treatmnt. 
(i): < < 
',!e require here c.;, cs multirlied by the sum of the 
co- efficients corresponding; to the co -sets 
P¡ K= i.-...7í , I 1 
(41 é)(rvK) (Lr 
; = : 
1 = I, -....1-1 
Writing the co -set as 
°% 
(vii v )('lYP ) l/rP 
and summing first over K , the result is minus the sum over the 
co- efficients of 
= 1,2 ---. j= 4,41 - -- 
by a condition of the first kind in NIA Summing now over ,e and 
repeating the result for different values of ,¿ a condition of the 
second kind. gives finally c c; (f_í_i) K,P A 
( i i) : J -44 
The summation over K can be performed exactly as before 
and then the second, taken over f and/ together, fellows exactly 
the manner in which Kvç is defined, so that the contribution of 
this part is 
Hj' 
(iii): j =f 
Here one inversion for each of the A values of, leads 
back to KvP directly, while each other inversion, summed over the 
different / 
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different values of/u yields -h,,p by a condition of the first kind 
on pi 
f 
Hence the total contribution is 
Cr cs (A - )), iive 
Summing over these parts we obtain 
and a final summation over i" , after multiplying by W", shows that 
the set is orthogonal. The argument does not involve any 
restriction on - and ,$ and therefore yields the full result. 
If, in the preceding, i = S, then the calculation gives 
the factor required for the normalisation of e The actual 
choice of will be made later, but it might be observed now 
that, as these numbers will all be negative, the above quantity is 
positive, and hence none of the e vanish. 
B: Under the suppositions enumerated under A, the quantities 
eÿ . - -- satisfy all conditions of the first kind and all of the 
second relating them to later Pie They are also orthogonal to 
the quantities e , if these exist. 
For the conditions arising from 41/c,,ß it must be shown that 




The discussion again breaks up into a number of different 
cases which may be enumerated thus: 
(i) : ,¿ < i - of the first kind. 
Since it has been shown that the e form a non -trivial set of 
orthogonal vectors isomorphic-with e with respect to 
and since the conditions of the type considered correspond to 
quantities which the ideal ( S0,3) has in common with an earlier 
such ideal, it follows that, in the isomorphism 7;,4 , 
the quantities e;, go over into quantities of the two -sided ideal of 
type C "_1 whereas the sums considered go over into a part of the 
earlier two -sided ideal in which A, is increased by one. This 
implies the orthogonality. 
The same argument, applied instead to the irreducible ideals 
of type [A,4] to which the quantities e correspond 'in the 
isomorphism, shows them orthogonal to the e . 
(ii) : ? Z - (of the first kind) 
be expreused 
Let the co- efficients involved in terms of those belonging 
to later Mi and consider first the particular inversion 
(iji,ì ,) and the co- efficients arising from its application to the 
various / 
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various 7' when p' j,j, Each such sum expresses a condition of 
the first kind in Mpg and is therefore zero. The same is also 
true in case f/ = P and Cr" o-' 
There re_lain a;+ i inversions for each of the .\; + 1 sets. 
Each inversion summed separately over the sets correspcnds to a 
condition of the second kind relating to /"1, and Vif and hence this 
condition is also satisfied. 
= 4 - conditions of the second kind in later Mp 
The discussion in this case follows the lines of the 
argument used in proving the orthogonality. Fix the attention 
first on the co- efficients of e involved and consider a fixed 
inversion (nu,) arising in their extended form, supposing 
first that p p ' . The sum involved yields -c,7 multiplied by the 
co- efficient corresponding to the inversion (1-1rf6 -) applied to the 
one co -set /u/ , in 11 , under consideration, by a condition of the 
first kind. 
Tf then, a condition of the second kind applied to 
the sum óver a-' refers the discussion again to 72 and the sum 
over all such P' yields cÇ (ç - ti - i) KP P 
Kr being the co- efficient of l, P P in e 
On the other hand if f'. f the sum over all the 
inversions 
taken both overrandarelatell back to the definition of kre and 
contributes the quantity 
Y1rerr) (P 
Cs? 
(, P f 
Finally, when f' = f we return to the original form and 
obtain inversion leading directly to Kfe . The others, corres- 
:ponding to o-' L a- and summed over/ with a' fixed, each relate 
back to K7P on applying a condition of the first kind in MP 
Hence the total contributions from P'= f is 
e (Ai - +1) 
It should perhaps be added to this argument that the case 
f . i' does not require any special treatcnt, since conditions 
of the second kind apply to the quantities e, 
Summing the various parts one finds that the construction 
does actually give an orthogonal basis for otc" if the e can 
be chosen so that 
1 I - -1 = - c \ 1 -í1P + f - i f -i . , , 
Y 
and / 
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and this will be valid for the various values of p if 
e: 
this being the form required in the case P =It since the term 
involving ---,, then falls away. 
It follows from the above discussion that the set of 
414- . - a f4, - f quantities E, _ . _ _ . t- provide an orthogonal basis 
for (tt c,) . Whether the E, appear in normalised form or not 
will depend upon the choice of the e. . In particular, if 
these are all separately normalised reference to the results of A 
shows that the normalising factor required to reduce C, to 
normal form is 
ñ;-aYr-í 
A. _ ar +w- i +I 
If the basis F - . -- F is to be used to generate the --atric 
representation by use of the operator domain or 
equivalently by constructing from it a matrix with Erich to reduce 
the permutational representation of the ideal (S C,,)) then this 
factor must be inserted. On the other hand, if ., . - . .. E4, are 
to be regarded as elements of the last column of a group matrix - 
a situation which arises when el; exhibits this form - then the 
above type of normalisation no longer applies and one requires that, 
in particular 142, = 1 . 
THJ CANONICAL Iiion.1 AND ITS (11-11-1) INVERSIcNS. 
It will be supposed now that the quantities e. appearing 
in e, - - - E, correspond in the isomorphism with c0 r _, to 
quantities derived in the same manner as E, - - E-14, and that this is 
continued for successive reductions in the order of the group ring. 
If in addition the condition of normality be imposed, the sets are 
uniquely deter. -lined. 
In making the above suppositions on e. one can distinguish 
between quantities E. derilced from e; corresponding to 
different sub -ideals with respect to the restricted operator domain 
rL.1 -ZJ and write these Er, - -- -. Ey4 ;E appwring a__ong these if 
74 N13{, Correspondingly the sets M; can be sub- divided 
in the second isomorphism into sets . . . M . n6--. Then, with an 
X00- extension of the notation, each E, can be written 
YS e5 , . Lvs= e" +e;!-, + +e15 
there being altogether 4" such expressions. If the notation be 
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permutations of type LAi written in reverse order, while the 44K-- 
cover the (á) ways in which the different co -sets are successively 
reduced. 
Now let Abe a particular matrix of the representation and 
let it be partitioned similarly in rows and columns; first into 
sets of 4'___ rows and columns, taken in order, and then 
again sub -divided into sets of 4°, #'Z 4 rows and columns - 
any numbers not otherwise defined being counted as zero. Let A 
denote the x 5 matrix corresponding to the row set and the 7 
column set is , and AY; ; s the j- x. -s sub -matrix of this 
I", 
3 
corresponding similarly to Sets f". .
Then if A corresponds to a substitution of c application 
of this substitution to the ideal basis shows that 
A = A -+ AA 24 A334- 
.. - . --F A e ß. 
Since the matrices corresponding to substitutions of lower 
groups can be obtained in this manner, an explicit form for a 
single inversion involving n will be sufficient to provide a set 
from which all others can be derived by matrix multiplication. 
Selecting the inversion 011,11-1) let its matrix be 
denoted by B and let it be partitioned in the above manner. It 
could be derived directly fro_- the ideal basis but it is more 
convenient to make use of its commutative proTerties before seeking 
an expression for (r.n -i) EY0 in tens of the basis. In fact, 
since (n,-n -i) commutes with all the substitutions of fT cn a3 it 
follows that if A be one of these 
A-r-i;r; BT.t,sa B 1. A S Asg,s - 
Correspondingly in v/_Z quantities of Pic:Jare expressed in 
terms of those of ere cast] ., and .it follows that either 
L ;Y' J = [a% ' J and js; , s = O In the former case BY,s must be a multiple of the corresponding 
unit matrix: let the coanstant involved be denoted by c.y.i sa 
Since L ì:J _ L asii implies either that -i-= ,sand 
L = 
. 
or that 4"=1. and. 4:= s it follows that, in the ideal basis, 
(n, 1 -,) E.,-,s must be expressed in terms of Bps and the 
corresponding Es,. . Suppose now that r ..$ , s o that B s.r. does not 
involve I`1v. . Then for inter-expressibility it is necessary that 
es 
+L,, = o Z = 1, 2 - - - 
y, s 
since, in pre-multiplication with (1,n- ,),ters of M; go over into 
terms of 7142!. Hence in the summations for fl ail terms are zero 
except thosebelonging to M,.S ,and here precisely those correspond- 
: ing themselves to an 01,47-0 inversion. Hence any particular 
k is simply C;. Ky,,,s , so that 
a Cc, 
1-.6 
= Cyr - - 
and / 
\ra-i-5 
This result remains valid, when <s, since B is orthogonal 
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ana its own inverse, so that 
4 (Xs - AT+Y -S) -- 3r I 
CJYS i 3Y - C,.Y; Yb - I A, - aY +-r-- $ I 
ana the orthogonality must be accounted for in the diagonal terms. 
The fact that the square root carries a positive sign 
follows by considering (11, in- I) E . in which quantities of 
r1Ys must be accounted for by E,.,, alone. Now if the 
el ana corresponding lower forms are always taken over 
directly fro T lower ones in the isomorphism, the co- efficient- 
corresponding to the latest I ,,st- -. -- in any basis 
quantity will be a unit, divided by the corresponding positive 
normalising factors. Hence the multiple given to EYS in 
the expression for (r , -s ) must be positive. 
It remains only to consider the co- efficients 
corresponding to 
(., r -) E tY - EYY 
YY 
the quantities eY re'ain unaltered, ana the co- 
efficients CYS jY$ for which the corresponding cs,,s, are 
undefined. From the above relation one obtains immediately 
while in the EE" for which Es,- does not exist the situation 
arises either because as = as +, , so that ES does not exist, or 
because V, = In the former case the existence of 
requires -1` = s+ i , and the latter falls away. The 
argument used in the non -degenerate case still applies to eAr's , 
and, substituting for S, ' in terres of n-, A, we find 
CYS y YS = -1 
Comparison of these re -milts with the orthogonal form 
given by A. Young: "On quantitative substitth.tional Analysis 
(sixth paper)", Proc. London Math. Soc. (2), 34 (1931) D. 418, 
shows that the two matrix representations are identical. 
SOME SIMPLE EXAMPLES Or THE IDEAL BASES. 
The different values of L)J for 
written in order as follows: 
I,z -- 6 may be 
i. 
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n = 1 
n = 2 
n = 3 
n = 4 
n = 
n = 6 
Li] 




[6] [51 J 
[13J 
[z2J [zIZ] [ l4] 
[3,2] [311 [.221 ] 
[42] [k el [ 3Z] 
[z 13J 
[310 
[ I s) 
[313] [23_1 [.226 [.2 l4] 
Among those of the last row there appear some of rather 
large order, the [z,I"] , for example, involving 360 co -sets. 
In this paragraph the simple forms will be discussed, including all 
cases ri = I -... 5 and also the [3,2,1] of 6, this being the first 
to exhibit the method of construction in its full generality. 
In the forms given below the quantities E, E . are 
expressed in a normalised form, in a tabular arrangement each 
column of which contains the co- efficients K f , of E, . _ .. . .. The 
corresponding °., is represented at the head of the column in a 
tableau arrangement with " 4,4=  .2 1, . - . A4. written in their 
natural order in the 4, colu n. 
A second reduction into sets 
the full lattice permutation l^,s t_ 
each row. The corresponding values 
inversions are also given. 
Er$ and M~a is indicated and 
is written on the right of 
for the (Y, - ) 
There is only one co -set, corresponding to E tn -1 
There are n co -sets and the sum over these is S «, 
corresponding to 011 , the only earlier partition. bt ch_w 
appears as a sum of ut and the unit representation ()ten,/ 
The form assumed by matrices when the normalising factor is omitted 
is worth noting as it appears as the most obvious pair is the 
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/ , z 
J6 aó 41 3 
/ 3 
2-13 -,t,13 -Za3 y' 
_, _ /, 
27-15 ,l-J5 ,z J5 ,Z 5 ^ 5 
1 
(n-5(n-1) (n-0(nz) (ni)(n-z) Ki+IIn-s) Ind(nz) 
n-I / yy 
z 
3 
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iii. mec 




For an odd substitution the method of constructions sums 
over all later even ones, divides by this total nimber, and changes 
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.ii. The reductions corresponding to partitions (32 /i and (2'.7 
are exhibited on a separate sheet. The examples given above have 
been written in the proper normalised form required in the 
construction of orthogonal matrices to reduce the regular representa- 
:tion or in generating the group matrices. This =presentation has, 
however, the disadvantage of obscuring the various isomorphisms 
relating to restricted operator domains, since the normalising 
factors are not in general the same for the isomorphic sets. For 
this reason the two now given are written in an integral form 
obtained by reversing the signs on continuation into earlier columns, 
and by multiplying all later ones by the corresponding factor, . 
The single normalising factor required to reduce each row to its 
proper normalised form is written on the left of the matrix. 
It will have been observed that, in the preceding example, 
some of the earlier isomorphic sets go over into a reversed form of 
the corresponding reduced matrices. This is due to a defect in the 
natural ordering of co -sets adhered to. throughout and arises in the 
cases where successive reduction of co -sets leads to partitions of 
lower order with their columns no longer taken in the order 
corresponding to their lengths. The original order used below is 




it being sufficient to notice why sets of the 
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8. CONJÜG.LCY WITH RESPECT TO a 
It was shown in paragraph 2 that, given any left ideal in 69 
one can construct a corresponding conjugate ideal and generate 
from the two conjugate representations, these standing in a 
reciprocal relation to each other. The conjugate representation 
can be obtained",:a fore which differs fro_ . the original only in 
having an additional factor -1 applied to the odd permutations. 
We propose to derive here from the results of paragraph 6 the 
conditions under which the two are equivalent, and to investigate 
in other cases the forms of the associated partitions. 
In the canonical form for of c3 it is easily seen that, if 
there are v4 distinct a;j. , i = ', z - then the earliest 
quantity in the basis corresponds to the direct lattice permutation. 
1z -v1.z --- --x12 v,, 
whet: the word 'direct' is used to distinguish between this and the 
reversed form used in the notation E - Since all the 
continuations involved in deriving this basis element involve only 
co- efficients ± 1 with the exception of the final orthogonalising 
factor, it is clear, by an extension of the argument applied to 
the LI "] representation in the prededing section, that the 
basis quantity differs fro.._ the Young operator NP in which P is a 
column operator, N a row operator, only in the constant orthogonal- 
:ising factor. If D ] denotes the partition conjugate to CA] 
in the ordinary sense, and if the -cf., expressing the co -set 7,, 
which characterises the basis quantity is taken with the columns in 




r e Ca] [ 1 C a ] 
by the reciprocal nature of the partition conjugacy and the 
substitutions ,re Ñ' . But these relations express the fact 
that the intersection of 0TH* and !/t ,,#j is not zero, and the 
irreducibility then shows that they are acttially identical when 
extended to two sided ideals. 
It follows from this argument that, when two -sided ideals are 
under consideration, the process of taking conjugates in is 
equivalent to that of passing to conjugate partitions. In 
particular for left ideals there is an isomorphism between 
irreducible ideals of types corresponding to conjugate partitions, 
and for matric representations one can pass from one to the other 
by / 
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by a change of sign as described above. If the partition is self 
conjugate the two representations thus obtained can be transformed 
into each other. It follows in particular that in this case the 
characters of odd substitutions are zero. 
9. THE C OLFLET , :;SEDUCTION OF THE IDEALS ( S cp3 ) 
It was shown in paragraph 7 that the left ideals (S) break 
up into two parts; the irreducible of , and a reciprocal 
ideal 4'1z which must be expressible as a sum of ideals corres- 
ponding to earlier partitions [a]. The importance of deter mining 
exactly which partitions [a] appear in any of these ideals, 
and of finding a basis for them in ter._s of co -sets of type LpJ 
will be explained in later sections. e proceed first to perform 
the complete reduction. 
Since the set of all e; e taken over all partitions 
[NJ of n forms a complete basis for a2, the left ideal 
generated by ,S cj,j consists of combinations of all non -zero 
quantities of the form 
e1 eI s tr] e.; , , 
taken over all values of C ) J . Moreover, by the orthogonality 
and irreducibility, this reduction expresses ( ,S(p) as a direct 
sum of different ideals, each being zero or a sum of isomorphic 
irreducible ones. K.meping [AJ and i fixed, the set taken over 
ti = l,2 - - -- forms a left ideal, so that if one of these quantities is 
zero, all must be. In particular the non -zero ideals appearing in 
this reduction are specified completely when it has been determined 
how many of the quantities e é S(r) are non -zero, and to 
what degree these overlap. 
It will be more convenient to consider instead the inversely 
isomorphic quantities s , E ,where will be lased to denote 
the direct lattice permutation c, - . - - - - n . Let this be 
partitioned into sets a, , = I-- -J';, conforming with the partition 
[rJ of n . Then by applying to El, the substitutions of Scr' 
each expressed as a product of adjacent inversions, and by 
expressing the result of each subh inversion in terms of the 
original basis before applying the next, it is obvious from the 
canonical form for these inversions, that S E ,expressed in 
terms of the original basis, assumes the form 
7 1,,., E 1 i c ' i 
L L 
V 
in which the summation is restricted to lattice permutations 
which can be obtained from CT. by re- arrangements within the 
sub -sets. 
It is easily seen that the co- efficients Kt are either all 
zero or stand in a fixed ratio to each other. For the expression 
for ,S cej E:, is invariant under pre-multiplication by any 
substitution of the form (pt +1 , an this condition is 
expressed / / 3 
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expressed by a relation between two constants K ; . for 
every significant permutation in the c-ß,,.. except the degenerate 
case when does not exist and = - 14z = O. The relation 
has the form 
K; - A;, + + °r:i ,+I 
. + + ,á+ - I 
unless kti= 0, in which case Kt is also zero. The symbols 
used above are not essential to the argument and represent some 
reduced form of the partition. It is sufficient to know that the 
case is not degenerate. 
If a permutation of o- yields a degenerate t of the form 
considered above then K is zero in the expansion of Sir, E- 
by the argument given above. But it is also true that ScN, ET 
is zero, since SE,,, contains a right hand factor of the type 
{ ( - r ( v a; ) } which, applied to E., , gives E - E¡,, = O. 
It is however possible to pass from a o- with a degenerate 
permuted form by 4 non -degenerate processes involving 
adjacent inversions in descending order, and so to obtain a series 
of relations between constants, of the type considered above, 
commencing with K,- and terminating with the vanishing K 
Hence all the co- efficients vanish and SAN,- (' = O. 
There re- lains the case in which none of the permutations 
obtained from o- are degenerate. All the co- efficients are 
deter -pined uniquely fro: any given one and all are non -zero. To 
see this it is sufficient to notice first that the relations between 
the co- efficients imply, in any case, that the quantities Scc3-Et 
corresponding to c which are permuted forms of o- differ at 
most by a non -zero constant, and then to consider the case where 
is the earliest such form and arrange the permutations of S(-NJ 
as adjacent inversions, ascending from right to left, so that all 
the linear combinations formed when the result of multiplying by an 
inversion is referred to the original basis involves the earlier row 
of the corresponding matrix, so that the whole process of multipli- 
:cation goes through with positive signs and cannot lead to zero. 
It will be convenient to shmmarise these results by terming all 
lattice permutations obtained from a fixed Or in the above manner, 
equivalent with respect to Lo . Then if or is equivalent to a 
degenerate permutation S crj E is zero, otherwise it is 
definitely non -zero and differs only by a constant for equivalent or. 
Finally, for non- equivalent,non- degenerate c the quantities 
3,4.,E, are orthogonal, since they consist of 
combinations of mutually exclusive sets of orthogonal quantities. 
Let the numoer of such distinct products be denoted by 4 a 
Returning no-:r to the original quantities 
orthogonal/ 
sEr, _ 5ar . E ,), al .... 
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orthogonal for non equivalent - the isomorphism of the basis, 
together with the irredúcibility, shows that for these a- all the 
E, L $ L , are orthogonal in a- , while the inverse ring 
shows them orthogonal in r 
Some examples of this type of reduction have already been 
given in paragraph 7 where the process of contisr atio a_ t ich. 'Ives 
fro sets e: the isomorphic sets e actually corresponds in the 
cJ_, isomorphism, to constructing ideals of type C>+`] as 
irreducible parts of ( ,843). The correspondence defined in 
paragraph 5 could have been expressed in ter :_s of the results of 
this section and the construction completed by a full induction on 
/1 but as this would have involved an induction on the form of 
the inversions it has been considered more appropriate to obtain the 
basis for v-t. N in the first instance by a process which 
bears a closer relation to the practical construction, and to regard 
the present investigation as an explanation of the principles which 
lie behind the correspondence given there. 
An illustration invo ving repeated ideals is given below, the 
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In the case [r3= Li "J the method described above reverts to the 
original manner in which the reduction of the regular representation 
was described in paragraph 4, and does not give any new information 
on the form of other elements. Nevertheless it will perhaps not 
be out of place to describe here the complete reduction and the 
form which the matrices assume in case 1 = 4, this being the highest 
order which one can investigate in its full 11! x -n ! form without 
the expressions becoming rather unwieldy. Unfortunately it is not 
a typical case because the C z2J representation gives no ::_ore 
information than the [2,0J of case n = 3, since it makes use of the 
Klein sub -group as a normal divisor, as mentioned in paragraph 2. 
The matrix exhibited below has been obtained by applying the 
forms obtained for (n. n -i) inversions to the direct sun of 
representations of lower order. In contrast to the form already 
described for n = 3, the matrix is not orthogonal, as it has been 
considered !ore appropriate to exhibitMe awitry in a form which 
involves the ia-; of paragraph 2, but which has the advantage of 
expressing directly the different ele_ents of the group matrices. 
Accordingly, the order adopted for each representation runs down the 
columns in order soAthe last 4 rows of the matrix contain the 
elements of the last column.. These are written down directly from 
the ideal basis described above and exhibit the symmetry character - 
:istic of the particular representation. In completing the matrix 
account is of course taken of the orthogonality so that the elements 
of the last row, for example, can be written down directly. 
To pass from the normalised ideal basis to the elements of 
the group matrix, the most convenient method is to normalise the 
tows separately, proceeding from the last. The fact that, in the 
canonical form, no -two rows ter A.nate with the same co -set, makes 
this a simple process. 
In writing out the matrix some convenient ordering of the full 
set of substitutions is required. For any particular representation 
one would of course adopt the co -set order used above, but -his 
would immediately destroy the symmetry of any of the other 
representations. It has therefore been considered appropriate to 
write the sets in an order which exhibits a very simple type of 
endomorphism applicable to the successively reduced operator domain. 
This is obtained by writing each substitutionin the form 
(U(1)(2KJ - .... (n K ) = K, Kr Ki L y , 
so that the columns, which appear together in the matrix, break up 
into simple left ideals with each depression in the order of the 
operator domain, each of these being simply isomorphic with all 
others appearing in the sa,Le row, apart possibly from zero terms. 
It might have been supposed that under this, or under some 
similar / 
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similar type of decomposition, the matrix would_ exhibit a 
structural form suggesting a simpler Node of definition than that 
given in paragraph 5. The example given here sees to indicate 
that if such a form exists it is not associated with the symmetry 
conditions typifying the different representations, or with the 
inductive form of construction in which each substitution of lower 
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10. THE ORTHOGONAL REDUCTION OF TENSOR SPACE. 
In attempting to carry out the full _ nvestigation outlined in 
the introduction, we proceed now to the investigation of relations 
which arise when homogeneous products of 114 elements a, with 
repetitions in either or both sets of symbols are admitted. 
Consider an orthogonal matrix 
representing a transformation in an n -dimensional space. This 
induces a transformation 
[ aZ- 
i 
a. --. ---a 
on an arbitrary tensor of rank n . In this 02.----in; 
representing the rows and columns respectively, run through all 
values obtained by permuting the symbols and allowing repetitions. 
The iscussion will be restricted to the case when the rank ri is 
the same as the order of the original matrix. If A is orthogonal 
so also is A 
"2 and the correspondence 
A;"} 
defines an orthogonal representation of the group of matrices A 
by matrices in the tensor space. The present section will be 
devoted to the problem of reducing R "} to a direct sum of 
irreducible components each of which will give an irreducible 
orthogonal representation of the matrices in tensor space. 
To accomplish such a reduction we return to the strict 
distinction between modul and ring observed in earlier sections, and 
to the type of symbolisation which in paragraph 4, related the 
problem of constructing sub -moduli invariant under the operator domai: 
to that of reducing the group matrix. Obviously the type of 
symbolism required here to represent the combinations of rows and 
columns of A{"1 formed in orthogonal transformation will be 
obtained by writing 
a - --d = a IL, ----- a"; dl 
tiy-ri 
in which the symbols are allowed to commute, the particular oC 
associated with any a in a product being fixed by the first suffix. 
It should be observed that the application of the same permutation 
to the two sets of first suffices does not alter the result. In 
fact 
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fact a ., d, , a,i, cx }; - - equivalent symbols for 
in invariant theory. 
a cab. be regarded as 
in much the same way as these arise 
As explained in paragraph 4, any pre -multiplying matrix will 
form linear combinations of the sets aí and any 
cost -multiplier similar combinations of column symbols. In 
particular under orthogonal transformations the two sets will be 
identical in form. Extending the notations of earlier sections, 
let /n denote the modul formed fro call linear combinations of 
the row symbols with co- efficients in K, and 4flì the corresponding 
modul for column symbols. 
Any row or column symbol can be associated with a definite 
partition [j ] of n in which /, represents the greatest number 
of equal it in the symbol ,/z the next ,and so on, repetitions of 
equal length beillg counted as often as they appear. Correspond- 
ingly "V7 and yn may be broken up into sub -module /Yi7 , /mtr, 
containing all combinations of symbols of type (p] . Then atiy 
quantities Q E/7j7 -R Em-/ respectively,can be expressed 
uniquely as sums: 
Q =2:qr = 9N (Mr ) -*r ri), 
In particular there is a sub -modul /m r.,nj corresponding; exactly to 
the modul Ië`Z considered in the group representation, and the 
process of combining symbols q cou and =w,,, regarded as an 
operation on 4v/i wu is isomorphic with the enddomorphism ring 
of `Z In the :::ore general case of combinations between 
and. ;F it is s.fficient to observe that for each different 
val e of L,o or [V] a different set of quantities are obtained. 
This can be expressed by saying that the sets -fl7 ?fl, do not 
overlap. 
To reduce A } for any A it is necessary to construct 
combinations of symbols falling into orthogonal sets and satisfying 
relations of the type 
QR =0; Q ,S =o 
where ?,R,S are representatives of different sets. But 
the first relation implies 
(fie -17:7, = 0 
and this cannot be satisfied by any non -zero _ 9, if 
, [% ] 
_ -. fo u a complete basis for ,, since such a 
relation would involve the linear dependence of essentially distinct 
elements of A 1"1 . It follows that 4o1.- some Q 
But this 
Q ci °) 
must now satisfy 
t: u ' 
q u3 i`ti = ()) 
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and hence the set of all 
an ideal in 0 q c 1") 
goes over in the isomorphism to 
The argument given above shows4that if it is possible to 
reduce 11F 3 then each part in the reduction involves a part of 
-ir1 i,., isomorphic with an id eail of e9 so that the reduction 
certainly cannot go further than one into I' .4 irreducible 
parts. It will now be shown that the reduction ~goes actually 
proceed this far. The irreducibility will then be implied. 
Let 9L,.,ß be any quantity of -m1i "l corresponding to a 
quantity in an irreducible ideal of (i and let r(0,3 correspond 
similarly to one in the reciprocal ideal, They, 
90,.1 7V7-0^J 
0 
for all q, r of the type considered. Now divide tach of the ,Yyl 
into a number of sub -sets each of which contains repetitions of 
type Cr ] but differs from others in having, an essentially 
distinct selection of repeated symbols. Let ,yYh, denote a typical 
sub -set. 
It is now possible to define a series of correspondences in 
which each q t %") expresses a unique qt, £ yn, For in 
any / ; with Ly) (.i "J there appear only -h, of the symbols 
1,2 _ .... m, and one might associate ,by any ddfinite prescribed 
rule, F, - 1 of the missing symbols with that associated with 
p, ; N= -1 with that associated with )x, and so on until all 
the symbols and partition parts are exhausted. Then from any 
qt.,) one can derive a quantity of /if,,; by giving to each of 
the p, symbols appearing in q1] the single value appropriate 
to 41 and treating other sets similarly. Let the result of 
this op' ration be denoted by q' and ' the process by which it 
was derived be termed a coalescence of type O.,, is . The two 
essential features of these coalescences are theirdistributive 
nature with respect to the addition of quantities in 411Z , and their 
associative property with respect to the operation of for__ing 477.4'f 





the fact that the totality of coalescences on /rlc,.,j covers 
tensor space shows immediately, that,by the distributive 
the coalescences of two reciprocal sets i q ceu j 
and the fact that 9 , r-iJ= 0 iplies 
=0 
for all i, }u and 72 shows that 4171, r part, each containing a part in ' j- 
an irreducible ideal of &, together .:ith all its 
such that any quantity of one part annihilates 
corresponding to all those of other parts. 
BY/ 
1.-cr° 





quantities of 472 
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By an obvious reciprocity in transposition the parts obtained 
above are mutually exclusive and one could deduce from this their 
orthogonality. It is, however, desirable that one should obtain a 
complete specification of the fore of the different parts in terms of 
an orthogonal basis, and it is in this connection that the results 
of paragraph 9 become of paramount importance. Corresponding to 
an to a part corresponding in the isomorphism to the ideal 
te,el, ezEl el él 
of type (X] we shall study first what might be termed the 
fundamental coalescence of type Lp] 
J';ó 
-- {, ) 0 = a; ., 
The essential character of the coalescing operation lies in the 
fact that it removes any distinction between symbols which go over 
into each other, in the isomorphism with ca, by a permutation 
involving only those which are coalesced. In fact it treats all 
those symbols similarly and sums their co- efficients as if they were 
identical. Now, under the fundamental coalescence considered here, 
the substitutions described are precisely those of the group %.cr, 
and the corresponding operation in the group ring, performing 
summations over coi- efficients of all substitutions equivalent on the 
right with respect to LN3 is that of pre-multiplying 
by r5cr,, Hence the relation between /IM,,,3 and 47`2 can be 
extended, so that /)n together with the moduls constructed on the 
right co -sets of ß-o 
C 
taken for each value of [p] and repeated to 
cover other coalescences as described below, gives a complete 
representation of the properties of 44i To derive now the 
effects of coalescence on the basis of '1'fl L, ", it is sufficient to 
consider the products Scr,e;EA. discussed in detail in paragraph 8. 
It has been shown that these form orthogonal sets in i and 
. 
for 
values of i which are inequivalent and non -degenerate with respect to 
Cr) so that the corresponding part of fl? contains /r~ orthogonal 
quantities, and these are each separately orthogonal to all /1111, 
appearing in other parts of the reduction. Finally, in the extension 
to other A1/4 it is sufficient to define the correspondences by 
where the K; :-ru.n through all sets of non -repeated symbols which can 
replace the original /i;, and lead to distinct s1,: , the process being 
valid since the actual symbols used do not affect the substitional 
character of the correspondence. 
The basis in '7i?, is then also orthogonal and, since the 
do not overlap,the whole construct, suitably normalised, gives an 
orthogonal reduction of Af ") to the direct sum of Z fA matrices. 
To each irreducible left ideal in cO there corresponds a unique 
irreducible part of /In , and to each set of isomorphic ideals of 
type [)) an irreducible matrix ,Z[743 , it being obvious that 
different / 
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different values of j lead to the sa :-e matrix. 
The reduction is illustrated on the following page by the 
reducing matrix for case n =3, the Quantities a,;, . _ _ _ . aY,;,, being 
re:_ resented by the symbols i, in written above their 
corresponding columns. The matrix í(C «,13 is given in 
rational for_: on page 186 of professor Littlewood's TTTheory of 
Group CharactersTT and the orthogonal for is given here for the 
purposes of comparison. 
[3] 
M M 
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M 
r .16 .6 iG J6 .i6 .6 
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I I 
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The simple cases *.at03 and ,q<<,3 can be disposed of 
im: ~:ediately. In the former all operators S c, give zero and 
hence all vanish except the generating " Then e CIO') , by 
forming the single quantity e é one obtains, as described in 
paragraph 1, ¡AI = et c,.j . For vac" all the operations 
produce sets of units and one obtains the corresponding normalised 
Schläflian. 
In other cases one could proceed by reducing the invariant 
matrices corresponding to the ideals (S,a,) By virtue of the 
distributive nature of the coalescing operation, the result of any 
such reduction will be the direct sum of the invariant matrices 
generated directly, by the method described above, from the 
irreducible parts of ( Soo) and a complete reduction corresponding 
to that given for the group representation in paragraph 9 would only 
contribute to the theory a series of new row and column combinations 
representing the same irreducible form. On the other hand it is of 
interest to observe that the invariant matrix corresponding to (sc,) 
assumes the form of a direct product of the normalised Schläflians 
G [NO ,C - 
0.4.3 To see this it is sufficient to 
partition 2, 2, i to conform with [a] and to let the 
different sets range over all suffix selections independently. The 
complete reduction of this matrix is therefore a consequence of 
paragraph 9. 
To describe the canonical form obtained for an irreducible 
invariant matrix ac3 one can utilise the fact that the coalescing 
correspondence is an associative operation with respect to that of 
passing from - to /M/in . In fact this shows that terms of ini.jiZv 
can be written down directly from those of íhZ,.yZ M by 
coalescing the roar sets in the manner appropriate to the particular 
;/12 -, considered, and by treating the column sets similarly in 472! 
But in performing this operation one has still to take account of the 
two normalising factors introduced in passing from 4 w] to 4Wr 
and /%Z, Since the part 42(0 3 AVZZ 0,.3 can be written down 
directly from the group matrices, the discussion may be regarded as 
complete once these factors have been evaluated, and we proceed 
therefore to this extension of the results of paragraph 9. 
Taking e,é in normalised form and writing ; for 
the sum of the squares in the corresponding group matrix form, 
implies 
S[ 
= C"; e Jr e 
4 
so that the normalising factor is, on account of the orthogonality, 
- 49 - 
This quantity relates to the quantities in and, to pass 
from it to the normaliser in ijî2, , a factor cp!) roust be 
suppressed since in the preceding each right co -set is repeated - 
that number of times. 
Substituting from the congruence relation in 
(s1J) = ' S ce, 
and taking account of the symmetry in the crs required by 
!; =. 5 
we obtain for the normaliser c;; 9,; after the factor [p] ! has 
been removed. It follo-:s that, in any particular instance, the 
factor can be obtained as the scalar product of ,S to and the 
element of the group matrix corresponding to e; é 
Taking account now of the results of paragraph 9, when! it 
was shown that the eq are zero unless ti, ., correspond to 
equivalent non -degenerate lattice permutations, we obtain also the 
result that the non -zero e .i s- z = 1,2. stand in a definite 
ratio to each other, and in one which can be . ritten down 
immediately for any permutation. The inverse ring gives a 
corresponding relation in j- , and, combining the two, all the c.;. 
can be obtained from any given one by means of these multipliers so 
that it would only re. -ain to evaluate one scalar product. 
We proceed instead to evaluate the suri of the normalisers 
c;; 9,; as this will prove of particular interest in the 
following paragraph, Let the fixed ratio be p, : p,, ----Fr 
and let the c;; 9';; corresponding to the first of these be 
denoted by C Then the other c4 8iß , with the same value rhf L, 
are i1 c and the cJg.. are so that the sum 
of the normaliser is 3 -pz 
C + P= C + t 
pl P 
But the relation 
2 
(5 CO (pp ! Cp.) 
applied to the sets with i fixed, gives 
i L 
C z + _ L + P3 cZ + 
P P= , , 
= CN7' c 
so that the sum of the normalisers is simply L/.+] ! . One cottild 
evaluate from this result the various independent normalisers and so 
construct the whole invarian60 matrix in canonical form by studying 
the lattice permutations above, and without reference to the scalar 
products. 
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11. FUNpA= "I.. TAL IDEAL I URIxNTS AND SYLfl ETPIC FUNCTIONS. 
Up to this point no reference has been made to the special 
properties of the ideal invariants 
I c / e. eti e "Ir.) - 
invariant under a change of e; basis and under the change from 
1E . . . . . % ll to any isomorphic ideal. These correspond to the 
im7ganants of Professor LittlewoodTs "Theory of Group Characters" if 
one sets up an obvious isomorphism between parts of e and 
/171,, ..1. The correspondence is however, mn one sense at least, 
improper and will be dismissed in favour of a much more fruitful one 
developed in this section between the centrum and quantities ranging 
over all /M -/M 




I,, involves in 
showing that IU is in the centrum of . .riting 
I - xN'-).L 
)a -t) is the character of in the representation considered. 
All the orthogonal properties of the Characters are specialisations 
of results derived in earlier sections. Ideal invariants are added 
in direct sum. 
The conjugate isomorphis of (J does not have a direct 
analogue in tensor spacelsince quantities derived by coalescence in 
one ring can be replaced by zeros in the other. For example, there 
is at first sight little to suggest a relation between AZLn3 and 
(,., = A The symmetry can however be restored, at least 
as far as the traces of invariant matrices are concerned, by means 
of a correspondence which will now be developed. 
Let quantities 
; a a = a,i oc, + ay aát + 
be defined for products of in 
b.oth cover a permutation of 
expanded forms can be inter're 
and consider the product 
Ii, yix 
á a 
with i, i i a permutation of 
theorei shows immediately that 
the a;- , this product is 
-E a-i.r aCa n ! 
such symbols, in which the 4,,d 
z , - - -- .ry so that the 
ted by means of the distributive law, 
á in 
1,z n The muitinomial 
, expanded and written in terris of 
i aio aiyz ... atnV., 
- b1 - 
together with (I.,) times all the coalescences of type [N) 
obtained from this in the manner used in defining the correspondence 
between íyn and ,fl 
CA') 
Now, considering diagonal ter: s, 
the process of passing directly from ßi2,, - /ncoj to /jJL ,, /117 ,,, 
produces, for any fixed eti.e. ,the required part of the trace 
increased by a factor which is the corres-onding normaliser, taken 
without the radical. Moreover, direct coalescences from other eiéti 
equivalent with respect to LP] produce corresponding multiples 
of the particular part considered., so that, by the result obtained 
above, this part appears in excess by a factor Cp ! 
Hence under the reciprocal correspondence 




wheix 90,3 is the trace of Voo For the second relation one 




Now, it has been shown in Professor Turnbull's paper quoted 
introduction, and can be seen imp: ediaely from the form of 
that the product 
a all ... a' 
represents the s'am of the 1-'4 powers of the latent roots of A. 
In this the symbols i .-w can be replaced by any equivalent set 
provided that they form a :cycle closing at the -k-t6 term. Expressing (s, :::::) in the cycle notation, it appears 
that ,g ra3 is a sym etric function of degree. n of the latent 
roots of A. To show that this is actually the bi- alternant fi ;a) 
we consider the I corresponding to ( Sea)) Since it consists 
of all the transforms of ,S it corresponds to products of. 
Permanents I a'' of orders 
In extended fora_, and written in terms of the cycle types any 
such permanent gives an isoba ?ic series in the products of sums of 
powers, with co- efficients enumerating the elements in each cycle 
type, so that it represents -n! times the corresponding complete 
homogeneous function of the latent roots. Hence the ' corres- 
:ponding to (Soo) is the product 4,, h ..... of complete homogeneous 
symmetric functions. Deriving the .Gtcm successively from the 
(Soo) by removing parts of lower order, ap theorem of Professor 
TittlewoodTs on the co- efficient of the 4- bi- alternant try 
in the expansion of a product -11N, . - . -. -% ), , shows immediately by the 
results of paragraph 9, that the symmetric function 10,3 is indeed 
an -% - bi- alternant. Frobenius T theorem on the products of sums of 
powers is implied. Also, as show/à. ::.in Professor Ti"urnbullT s paper, 
represents the corresponding elementary symmetric function. 






expresses a corresponding relatio 
for 9 ca] 
symbolic 
products 
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where the conjugate transformation applies to the 
form and converts permanents into determanants and 
of fi into products of elementary symmetric functions. 
2. Reviewing the results of the discussion, it seems that some 
extensions of reasonable interest have been contributed. The 
nature of these can be described as an extension of well -known 
results concerning traces of matrices to properties of the rrl traces 
as a whole, so that the trace relations then appear as particular - 
:isations of the more general discussion. From the more abstract 
point of view the chief interest seems to be in the transference of 
results in the group ring to an analogous set of results in tensor 
space, by means of a particularly simple correspondence. 
The results of paragraphs 1 to 4 consist essentially of an 
adaptation of the Frobenius theory of group representation to the 
-articular case of orthogonal reduction. The greater part of the 
discussion is not restricted to the symmetric group may be applied 
imlfeliately to the orthogonal representations of any finite group, 
subject only to the assumption of complete reducibility in K. 
The direct construction of paragraphs 5 and 6 seems to 
achieve as simple a definition of the orthogonal group matrices as 
one would expect to obtain, and, at least, one sufficient for the 
later applications and for the familiar results concerning the group 
characters. The idea of using the ideals ($crap as 
TTfiytersil to 
sift out the various representations was suggested by the corres- 
ponding manner in which bi- alternants can be defined in terns of 
products of complete homogeneous sym_<etric functions. Taking 
paragraph 9 into account, it seems that one is justified in 
Preferring the present procedure to that followed by Young. It 
was felt that the asymmetry introduced by selecting a basis of 
standard tableaux did not give a sufficiently natural approach to the 
problem, and. the theory was therefore constructed quite independently 
It is, however, natural that the two constructions should yield 
isomorphic ideal bases,and therefore identical representations, since 
they both proceed by an induction on n and so involve a direct soul 
of earlier representations. Then,by selecting the elements of the 
matrix algebras, or rather their analogues in the ring, as a basis 
for c9 , the two sets naturally become identical. 
It might be felt that some explanation is necessary for the 
manner in which new notations have been introduced,in some cases 
replacing conventional forms. But, as remarked above, most of the 
attention given to the subject has been focussed on the trace 
relations and there have been comparatively few presentations 
involving quantities of the type considered here. .n attempt has 
therefore been made to develop a notation which would meet all the 
requirements of the isomorphisms cónsidered. In particular, some of 
the results could have been expressed in a _._ore fa_: iliar form in 
ters of Young tableaux. The standard tableaux, regarded merely 
as / 
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as enunerants, have been replaced by their equivalent lattice 
-cermutations, as these seem to arise more naturally in the 
reductions. 
The results of paragraph 9, which lead directly to the 
reduction of tensor space, are suggested by corresponding theorems 
developed by Professor Littlewood for the expansions of products of 
complete homogeneous syrretric functions. Here again, the 
discussion forms an extension from trace relations to properties of 
complete matrices. Although the form of the results could have 
been deduced fro: the correspondence and the trace 
relations, the full reduction of the invariant matrices and the 
more complete correspondence involving the whole modal dZ requires 
the matric result for its specification. 
Finally, it has been considered sufficient to present the 
results of paragraph 11 in abbreviated form. The trace relations 
themselves as distinct from the isomorphism have received such 
exhaustive treatment that it is not surprising that the development 
does not lead directly to new results. It is, however, interesting 
in that it reverses the usual form of argument and develops the 
theory entirely from the properties of the group ring. For the 
sake of completeness the use of known relations concerning traces 
has been deliberately avoided in earlier sections. In this 
respect the investigation follows the lines suggested by Professor 
Weyl ( "The Classical Groups"), although it might be painted out that 
the construction of a one -sided ideal basis is in no wise more 
arbitrary than the two -sided construction. 
It is hardly necessary to point out that the standpoint of 
:odern algebra has been adopted throughout because of the great 
flexibility which it allows in moving from one type of correspondence 
to another, and in relating systers which would otherwise have been 
more closely characterised by the particular type of notation in 
which they were expressed and might therefore have seemed to have 
nothing in common. 
'Since from this general point of view many standard results 
fall naturally into the development, it does not seem necessary to 
refer to them as isolated theorems when applying them to the 
discussion. It will, for example, be found that Schur T s )imma 
appears in various forms in the course of the argument. It might 
also be mentioned here that, although the presentation of the 
argument deriving the properties of invariant matrices from the group 
ring has been made as complete as seemed desirable, no attempt has 
been made to follow up consequences leading to standard theorems, 
unless these have had a srecial bearing on the subsequent discussion. 
In developing the results along these lines frequent 
reference has been made to FrobeniusT original papers (Berlin 
Sitzungsberichte l894- 1906. The greatest stimulus has, however, 
been provided by a course of research lectures delivered by 
Professor A.C. Aitken, and his illuminating account of the theory 
has proved an ever fruitful source of ideas and an unfailing guide 
at every mile stone. 
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